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We construct generalized act wreath products over wreath products of a monoid
with a small category. This construction generalizes wreath products of acts over
wreath products of monoids, arbitrary acts over their endomorphism monoids, and
graphs as acts over their monoids of strong endomorphisms. We characterize
divisible, torsion-free, and act regular generalized act wreath products and apply
the results in particular to prove the respective endoproperties for projective acts.
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Wreath products, probably first introduced for groups by Specht in 1933,
since then have earned merit as constructions and generalizations of other
 structures. A monograph by Meldrum 13 covers much of the material. In
connection with cascade decomposition of automata, special interest ex-
Žtends to wreath products of acts over wreath products of monoids see also
 .Eilenberg’s book 2 .
It has turned out that wreath products of acts over wreath products of
monoids are suitable to generalize free right S-acts considered as left acts
Ž  .over their endomorphism monoids where S is a monoid cf. 10, 14, 15 .
Moreover, it has turned out that endomorphism monoids of projective acts
cannot be represented as wreath products of monoids, but as a wreath
Ž  .product of a monoid with a small category see 4 , a construction which
 has been introduced by Fleischer 3 . The same is true for the endomor-
 phism monoid of every S-act; see also 4 .
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The aim of the present work is to generalize the wreath product of acts
in such a way that it becomes an act over a corresponding wreath product
of a monoid with a small category. It will be shown that this construction
also generalizes an arbitrary right S-act as a left act over its endomorphism
monoid and an arbitrary graph as a left act over its monoid of so-called
Ž .strong endomorphisms in Section 2 . Starting from Section 3, we shall
characterize divisibility, torsion-freeness, and act regularity of such act
wreath products and deduce the corresponding endoproperties for projec-
tive right acts; that is, we look for conditions under which projective acts
have these properties when considered as acts over their endomorphism
monoids.
1. BASIC DEFINITION
For a monoid S with 1 a nonempty set A on which S acts from the right
Ž . Ž .with as t a st and a1 a for all a A, s, t S, is called a right S-act
and is denoted by A . For two right S-acts A and B , a mapping f :S S S
Ž . Ž .A  B with f as  f a s for all a A, s S, is called an S-homomor-S S
Ž .phism. The set of all such S-homomorphisms is denoted by Hom A , BS S
Ž . Ž .or Hom A, B . As usual, id Hom A, A denotes the identical map-A
ping. This way we get the category of right S-acts Act-S. Analogously, we
have left S-acts and their category S-Act.
The categorical coproduct A B of two acts A and B is the disjointS S S S
˙union A  B . Free S-acts are isomorphic to  S for some set IS S i I i
where S  S for all i I. A free act isomorphic to S is called 1-free.i S S
Projectie S-acts are isomorphic to coproducts  e S for e2  e  S,i I i i i
i I, I a set. An S-act is called indecomposable if it is not a coproduct of
subacts. Every S-act has a unique decomposition into indecomposable acts,
that is, for Y  Act-S one has Y  Y for a set I where Y areS S i I i i
indecomposable right S-acts. For an S-homomorphism  : Y  Y we useS S
Ž .the notation : I I, where  Y 	 Y and we call  the associ-i Ž i.
ated index mapping. Because of the indecomposability of Y , i I,  is ai
well-defined mapping.
If R and S are monoids,  : R S is a homomorphism of monoids,
A  Act-R, B  Act-S, and : A  B is a mapping from the set A toR S R S
Ž . Ž . Ž .the set B such that  ar   a  r for a A , r R, then the pairR
Ž .,  is called a semilinear homomorphism: It is called a semilinear
isomorphism if  is an isomorphism of monoids and  is a bijective
mapping. Semilinear homomorphisms between left acts are denoted by
Ž . ,  with the respective mappings  and .
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For an arbitrary category K we use the notation Ob K or just K for the
Ž .class of objects and Mor a, b for the set of morphisms in K from a to b,K
Ž .a, bOb K. By Map X, Y we denote all mappings from the set X to the
Ž . Ž .set Y in the category Set of all sets with mappings. By T X Map X, X
we denote the so-called full transformation monoid of the set X.
Ž . Ž .Let V and E be sets. A pair G V, E is called a simple directed
graph if E	 V V, V is called the set of ertices of G, and E is the set of
edges of G. A mapping  : V V  is called a strong graph homomorphism
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..if u,   E if and only if  u ,    E for u,   V. The monoid of
Ž .strong endomorphisms of a graph G is denoted by Send G . A bijective
strong graph endomorphism is called a graph automorphism; the group of
Ž .graph automorphisms is denoted by Aut G .
For undirected graphs one has the same concepts, in this case an edge
 4between u and  , u,   V, is an unordered pair denoted by u,  , and  is
called a neighbor of u in this case.
On an undirected graph consider the relation u  for u,   V if u and
 have the same set of neighbors in G. Call UG with vertex set V
   and edge set such that u and  are neighbors if all elements of the 
   class u are neighbors of all elements of the class  in G, the 
 canonical strong factor graph of G. We denote the -class u by Y 	 V; u
Ž . we write GU Y and use the name canonical strong decompositionu uU
Ž .of G. This is called the generalized lexicographic product of U with Yu uU
Ž  .cf. also 6 which corresponds to the graph U where instead of each
vertex uU we plug in the set Y and connect all elements of Y to allu u
elements of Y if u and u are connected in U, u, uU.u
Note that U is a graph with trivial -relation and Y are sets for uU.u
Note further that an analogous construction is possible for directed
graphs and also for graphs with a broader class of the so-called strong
Ž  .graph mappings cf. 1 . In the latter case the classes Y are graphs whichu
may have edges.
2. WREATH PRODUCT CONSTRUCTIONS
Ž  .For convenience we recall cf. also 8
 Construction 2.1 3 . Let R be a monoid, and let K be a small
R-compatible category such that the objects of K form a left R-act K,R
Ž .where R-compatible means that for x, yK one has Mor x, y  ifK
and only if there exists r  R with rx  y. Denote M K
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž . Mor x, y and consider Rwr K r, f x 
 r R, f x x, yK K xK
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Ž . 4 Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .Mor x, rx , x  K , where f  Map K, M . For r, f x ,K K xK
Ž Ž Ž .. .p, g x Rwr K we define the multiplicationxK
r , f x p , g x  rp , f px g x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .xK xK xK
Ž Ž . .Then Rwr K becomes a monoid with the identity 1, id , wherex xK
Ž .1 R and id Mor x, x is the respective identity morphism.x K
We call Rwr K the wreath product of the monoid R with the small cate-
gory K.
Note that the requirement on K to be R-compatible is not a seriousR
 restriction as was shown in 5, Lemma 2.2 . Note moreover that f , g
Ž .Map K, M .K
Construction 2.2. Consider for a monoid R and a small category K the
wreath product Rwr K from Construction 2.1. Let B be a concrete category
and  : K B a covariant functor which is surjective with respect to
objects.
 We define the act wreath product K B over Rwr K asR 
K B  a, b K  a b   a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .R  a až /½ 5
aK
with the action
r , f x a, b  ra,  f a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .xK a a
 for r , f x Rwr K, a, b  K B .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .xK a R
  Ž .   Ž .This way K B  Rwr K  Act; i.e., K B is a left Rwr K -act, alsoR  R 
Ž  . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..written as K B . Note that f a Mor a, ra and thus  f aŽRwr K. R  K
Ž Ž . Ž ..Mor  a ,  ra .B
Now we give three different variants for K, B, and  which will show
that Construction 2.2 indeed generalizes the wreath product of acts over
Ž .the wreath product of monoids, the left End Y -act Y for Y  Act-S,S S S
Ž .and the Send G -act G for a graph G.
Construction 2.3. Let R and S be monoids and A R-Act, BR S
S-Act.
Define the small category K  K such that Ob K  A andA, S
Ž . Ž .Mor a, a Hom aS , aS , where aS , aS are 1-free right S-actsK S S S S
generated by a and a, respectively; that is, aS  aS  S . Then K isS S S
R-compatible and we can form Rwr K.
 4 Ž .Define the category B such that Ob B B and Mor B, B  S,S B S S
where the elements of S are considered as left translations of B andS
composition of morphisms is multiplication in S. Define the functor
  : K B such thatA, B
 a  B for all a A andŽ . S
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   * a for Hom aS , aS ,Ž . Ž . Ž .S S
 where * denotes the ‘‘coefficient mapping’’ associated with  which in 8
is denoted by  ; i.e.,
 4*: a  S, where  a  a* a .Ž . Ž .
 Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž .Consider the monoid Rwr S A r, f x 
 r R, f x  S, xR x A
4 Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. . A with m ultiplication r , f x p , g x x  A x  A
Ž Ž Ž . Ž .. .rp, f px g x , the wreath product of the monoids R and S throughx A
Ž   . Ž .A see 10, 14 and others . Note that f , gMap A, S .R
We define a mapping
RwrS A Rwr KR
a: ½ r , f x  r , f xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .xA xA
which is an isomorphism of monoids. Note that on the right side x A
means x is an object of K .A, S
  Ž . 4Consider the act wreath product A B  a, b 
 a A, b B overR S
 Ž  .the monoid RwrS A see 11 with the actionR
r , f x a, b  ra, f a b .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .xA
We define the mapping
 A B  K BR S R 
 : ½ a, b  a, bŽ . Ž .
which is bijective. Together
  ,  : A B  K BŽ . Ž . Ž .ŽRwrS  A. R S ŽRwr K. R R
is a semilinear isomorphism of left acts.
Ž  .Construction 2.4 cf. also 4 . Let S be a monoid and Y  Act-S withS
decomposition Y  Y , where Y are indecomposable subacts of Y .S i I i i S
 Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider the monoid R  T I 
  End Y ,  Y 	 Y , iS i Ž i.
4I . Here  is the index mapping associated with  which was denoted by
  in 8 . Define the small category KK such that Ob K I andY
Ž . Ž .Mor i, j Hom Y , Y for i, j I. Then K is R-compatible and we canK i j
form Rwr K.
 4Define the category B B such that Ob B Y 
 i I, Y  YY i S i I i
Ž . Ž .and Mor Y , Y Hom Y , Y , for i, j I.B i j i j
Define the functor  : K B such that
 i  Y and     for iOb B,  Mor i , j .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i K
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Now consider the mapping
End Y Rwr KŽ .S
 : ½   , Ž .Ž .i iI
which is an isomorphism of monoids with    , i I, and  theYi i
associated index mapping. Consider
 Y K B i R  iI :y  i , y ,Ž .i i
which is bijective. Then
 ,  : Y  K BŽ . Ž .EndŽY . S ŽRwr K. R S
is a semilinear isomorphism of left acts.
Ž  .Construction 2.5 cf. also 12 . Take a simple undirected graph G.
Ž .Let Send G be the monoid of strong endomorphisms of G and let
UG be the canonical strong factor graph of G, so that G
Ž . U Y is the canonical strong decomposition of G where Y denotesu uU u
the equivalence class of uU with respect to  . Define the small
Ž . Ž .category KK such that Ob KU and Mor u,  Map Y , Y ,G K u 
Ž .with the composition of mappings, u,  U. Consider RAut U , the
group of graph automorphisms of U. Then K is R-compatible and we can
form Rwr K.
 4Define the category B B such that Ob B Y 
 u U andG u
Ž . Ž .Mor Y , Y Map Y , Y .B u  u 
Ž .Define the functor   : K B such that  u  Y , uU, andG u
Ž . Ž .    for  Mor u,  , u,  U.u u u K
From now on we suppose that UG is finite.
We consider the two mappings
Send G Aut U wr KŽ . Ž .
 : ½   , Ž .Ž .u uU
with    and where  is the permutation of U induced by  andYu u
G K BAutŽU . 
 : ½ y  u , y ,Ž .u
where u represents the -class of y in U and y  y. Then  is anu
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isomorphism of monoids,  is bijective, and
 ,  : G K BŽ . Ž .SendŽG . ŽAutŽU . wr K. AutŽU . 
is a semilinear isomorphism of left acts.
3. DIVISIBILITY
In this section we investigate divisibility for generalized act wreath
products and apply the results to ‘‘endodivisibility’’ of projective right
2  S-acts  e  S, e  e  S, i I. We use Rwr K and K B fromi I i i i R 
Constructions 2.1 and 2.2.
Let S be a monoid. An element c S is called right cancellable if
rc sc implies r s for r, s S.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let R be a monoid, A R-Act, r R. The elementR
a A is called diisible by r in A if there exists b A such thatR R R
rb a. An act A is called diisible if cA A for all right cancellableR
elements c R, i.e., if every right cancellable element of R acts surjec-
tively on A.R
Ž Ž Ž .. .PROPOSITION 3.2. An element r, f a Rwr K is right can-aK
cellable in Rwr K if and only if
Ž .a r is right cancellable in R,
Ž .  Ž . b for all xK  rK and for all p R one has Mor x, px 1,K
and
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4c for c rK the family f a Mor a, ra 
 aK, ra c isK
Ž .what is called simultaneously right cancellable with respect to Mor c, pc forK
Ž .all p R; i.e., only for   ,  , Mor c, pc for some p R, weK
Ž . Ž .hae  f a   f a for all aK with ra c.
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .Proof. Necessity Suppose that r, f a is right cancellable inaK
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. . ŽRwr K. If pr pr for p, p R, then p, g a r, f a  pr,aK aK
Ž Ž . Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž . Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. .g ra f a  pr, g ra f a  p, g a r f a , andaK aK aK aK
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .then, by hypothesis, p, g a  p, g a and thus p p.aK aK
Ž .This proves a .
Ž .For xK  rK assume the existence of p R with  , Mor x, px ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .  . Consider g, g   Map K, M such that g a  g  a K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .Mor a, pa for all a x and g x   , g  x  . Then p, g aK aK
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. . p, g  a  Rwr K but p, g a r , f a a K a K a K
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. .p, g  a r, f a , contradicting the hypothesis. This provesaK aK
Ž .b .
Ž .Assume that there exist p R and  Mor c, pc where c rKK
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that  f a   f a for all aK with ra c. Consider g y  g  y
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Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .Mor y, py for all yK  c and g c   , g  c  . Then again,K
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. .p, g a  p, f a Rwr K but p, g a r, f aaK aK aK aK
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. . p, g  a r, f a , contradicting the hypothesis. This provesaK aK
Ž .c .
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž . Ž .Sufficiency Take r, f a Rwr K, which fulfills a , b , andaK
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .c . Consider p, g a , p, g  a  Rwr K such thataK aK
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. .p, g a r, f a  p, g  a r, f a . This impliesaK aK aK aK
Ž . Ž . Ž .pr pr and thus p p by a . Moreover, this implies g ra f a 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g  ra f a for all aK where g ra , g  ra Mor ra, pra . Now, forK
 Ž . Ž . 4c rK the family f a Mor a, ra 
 aK, ra c is simultaneously
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .right cancellable with respect to Mor c, pc by c and thus g ra  g  raK
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all aK. And if xK  rK, then g x  g  x Mor x, px byK
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .b . This completes the proof that p, g a  p, g  a .aK aK
Ž Ž Ž .. .PROPOSITION 3.3. An element r, f a Rwr K acts surjectielyaK
 on K B if and only if for all cK one hasR 
 c   f a  a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
aK , rac
Note that in this case, in particular, r acts surjectiely on K.R
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Proof. Necessity Take cK and d   c , then c, d  K B .c c R 
Ž Ž Ž .. .  By hypothesis, r, f a acts surjectively on K B , that is, thereaK R 
Ž .   Ž Ž Ž ..Ž .. Ž .exists a, b  K B such that ra,  f a b  c, d . This impliesa R  a c
Ž Ž ..Ž .c ra, i.e., r acts surjectively on K. Moreover, this implies  f a b R a
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .d with  f a Mor  a ,  c . Thus, for every d   c therec B c
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .exists aK with ra c and b   a with  f a b  d . Thisa a c
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž Ž ..proves that  c   f a  a .aK, r ac
Ž . Ž .  Sufficiency Take c, d  K B . By hypothesis there exists ac R 
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .K with ra c and d   f a  a ; i.e., there exists b   a withR c a
Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .d   f a b . This proves that r, f a acts surjectively onc a aK
 K B .R 
 THEOREM 3.4. The left Rwr K-act K B is diisible if and only ifR 
Ž .a eery right cancellable r R acts surjectiely on K andR
Ž .b for eery right cancellable r R and eery cK eery family
 Ž . Ž . 4f a Mor a, ra 
 aK, ra c which is simultaneously right cancellable
Ž .with respect to Mor c, pc for all p R fulfillsK
 c   f a  a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
aK , rac
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Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3.
 It is easy to see that Theorem 3.4 becomes Theorem 3.5 from 7 if one
  Ž  .specifies the generalized act wreath product K B to A BR  ŽRwrS  A. R SR
according to Construction 2.3.
 As has been noted, for example, in 12 , the monoid of strong endomor-
Ž .phisms Send G , cf. Construction 2.5, is a regular monoid and thus all left
Ž . Ž .Send G -acts are divisible and torsion-free as well ; compare this with, for
 example, 8 .
Ž .We call a right S-act Y endodiisible if Y is a divisible left End Y -act.S S S
Ž .COROLLARY 3.5. Consider the left End Y -act Y with the decompositionS S
Y  Y , where Y are indecomposable right S-acts, i I. Take theS i I i i
Ž . Ž Ž  . .isomorphism  from Construction 2.4 with    ,  for allY i Ii
Ž . End Y . NowS
Ž . Ž .1. The element  End Y is right cancellable in End Y if and onlyS S
if  is a surjectie mapping from I to I and for any j I and for any
Ž .   Ž .	 , 	  End Y with 	  	  Hom Y , Y , k I, there exists i  IY YS j k 0j j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with  i  j and there exists y   Y with 	 y  	  y .0 j i j j0
Ž .2. Moreoer,  End Y acts surjectiely on Y if and only if for allS S
i I one has
Y   Y .Ž .i j
Ž .jI ,  j i
3. The right S-act Y is endodiisible if and only if Part 2 is alid forS
Ž .eery  End Y which fulfills Part 1.S
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 By a of Proposition 3.2 we get that  is right cancellable
Ž . Ž . Ž .in R	 T I . If I   I , we set I  I and I
  I  I and
Ž .define 	 End Y asS
   	   and 	  id . Y  Y  Y  Yi I  i i I  i i I 
 i i I 
 i
Ž .Since obviously  i  i for i I
, we have that  	, but 	
 	, but then  is not right cancellable, a contradiction. Thus, 
is surjective on I.
Ž . Ž .By c of Proposition 3.2 for all i I  I , for all 	 R, the
  Ž . 4family 	 : Y  Y 
  j  i, j I is simultaneously right cancellableY j jj
Ž Ž .. Ž .with respect to Mor j, 	 j Hom Y , Y : i.e., if there exist 	 , 	 K j 	Ž j.
Ž .  Ž .  such that 	 j  	 j , but 	  	  , then there exists i  I withY Y 0j j
Ž .   Ž . Ž . i  j and 	  	  ; i.e., there exists y   Y with 	 y Y Y0 j i ji i 00 0Ž .	  y .j
Ž .The converse of Part 1 is clear; note that b of Proposition 3.2 is empty
here.
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The assertion of Part 2 follows from Proposition 3.3.
Assertion 3 is clear.
LEMMA 3.6. Consider a projectie right S-act Y  e S, e2  e  S,S i I i i i
Ž . Ž . i ii I, I a set. For  End Y we set  e  e s e , s  S; i.e.,S i Ž i. i
Ž . i e S  e s e S for eery i I. Then  is determined by the familyi Ž i. i
 i i Ž .4e s e 
 i I, e  S, j  i . Conersely, for all I	 I eery familyj i
 i i 4 e s e 
 i I, s  S, j I such that different elements in  hae˜ ˜j i
Ž .different third factors determines some  End Y .S
COROLLARY 3.7. The projectie right S-act Y  Se , e2  e  S,Y i I i i i
i I, I a set, is endodiisible if and only if one has for all k I that
i  i i 4ie S e s e S for eery family  e s e 
 i I, s  S , with the˜k e s e   k i j i˜k i
properties:
Ž .a for eery j I the element e appears as the first factor in the familyj
and
Ž . b for all j, k I, t t S, such that e te  e t e , there existk j k j
i  I and e si0 e   such that e te s i0 e  e te si0 e .˜0 j i k j i k j i0 0 0
Proof. By Lemma 3.6 the endomorphisms  of Y are determined byS
Ž .the families , and vice versa. Property a means that  acts surjectively˜
Ž .on I. From e te , e te in Property b we can construct families corre-k j k j
Ž . Ž .sponding to endomorphisms 	 and 	  such that 	 e  	  e , asi i0 0
required in Part 1 of Corollary 3.5. The rest is clear with Corollary 3.5.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 3.8. 1 Take the monoid S , max and the projective
 4right S-act Y  e S e S 1S2S S 2, 3, . . . . Then Y is endo-S 1 2 S
Ž .divisible. Indeed, take a family  from Corollary 3.7 with the properties a˜
Ž .  4and b . If for k, j 1, 2 , t, t S we have e te  e  1, e te  2,k j 1 k j
then k j 1, t 1, t 2. Then e te s i0 e  e te si0 e implies thatk j i k j i0 0
i  1 and s i0  1, that is, that e belongs to the family . Then clearly˜0 1
e S S i e s ie S.1 e s e   1 i˜1 i
Ž .2 Let S be a left zero semigroup with externally adjoint 1 and take
 4the projective right S-act Y  e S e S 1S e , e  S, e  1.S 1 2 2 2 2
Then Y is not endodivisible. Indeed, the only families  from Corollary˜S
3.7 are
e s1e , e s2e  s1 , e 4  41 1 2 2 2
and
e s1e , e s2e  e , s2 , s1 , s2  S. 4  42 1 1 2 2
 4That is, they are all of the form e , s for any s S. Obviously, every such2
family is simultaneously right cancellable since S is left zero. But e S S1
cannot be represented as the needed union if s 1.
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Ž .3 Let S be a left zero semigroup with externally adjoint 1 and take
 4 Ž .Y  e S e S, e , e  S, e , e  1. Then Y  e , e and End Y isS 1 2 1 2 1 2 S 1 2 2
the full transformation monoid on two elements, which is regular. Then all
Ž . Ž  .left acts over End Y are divisible cf. 8 , and thus Y is endodivisible.S S
4. TORSION-FREENESS
Parallel to Section 3 we now investigate torsion-freeness for generalized
act wreath products and apply the results to the ‘‘endotorsion-freeness’’ of
 projective right S-acts. We use Rwr K and K B from Constructions 2.1R 
and 2.2.
An element c of a monoid R is called left cancellable if cr cs implies
r s for r, s R.
DEFINITION 4.1. An act A is called torsion-free if for any x, y AR R
and for any left cancellable element c R the equality cx cy implies
x y; i.e., left cancellable elements of R act injectively on A.R
Ž Ž Ž .. .PROPOSITION 4.2. An element r, f a Rwr K is left cancellableaK
in Rwr K if and only if either
Ž .1 r is left cancellable in R and for all xK, p R, the morphism
Ž . Ž . Ž .f px Mor px, rpx is left cancellable with respect to Mor x, px ; i.e.,K K
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all  , Mor x, px the equality f px  f px  implies   ; orK
Ž .2 for all p p R with rp rp there exists x K such that for0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .all Mor x , px ,  Mor x , px one has f px  f px  K 0 0 K 0 0 0 0
Ž .in Mor x , rpx .K 0 0
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .Proof. Necessity Suppose that r, f a is left cancellable inaK
Rwr K.
If r is left cancellable in R, assume the existence of xK, p R,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . , Mor x, px with f px  f px . Define g x   , g  x   ,K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and g y  g  y Mor y, py for x yK with Mor y, py .K K
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž . Ž .. .Then we have r, f a p, g a  rp, f ra g a aK aK aK
Ž Ž Ž . Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. .rp, f ra g  a  r, f a p, g  a , which implies byaK aK aK
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .hypothesis that p, g a  p, g  a and thus  . ThisaK aK
Ž .shows 1 .
If r is not left cancellable in R, i.e., if there exist p, p R, p p,
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .with rp rp, consider any p, g a , p, g  a which are dif-aK aK
Ž Ž Ž .. .ferent. Then by hypothesis left multiplication with r, f a preservesaK
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..the difference. But then f pa g a  f pa g  a since rpaK aK
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rp; that is, there exists x K with f px g x  f px g x in0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Mor x , rpx , which shows 2 .K 0 0
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Ž .Sufficiency Take p, p R with rp rp, and for all aK take
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g a Mor a, pa , g  a Mor a, pa with f pa g a  f pa g  a .K K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If in Part 1 this implies p p, we have f pa g a  f pa g  a and
Ž . Ž .obtain g a  g  a for all aK by the condition in Part 1. If in Part 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .now p  p, then there exists x  K with g x  g  x , g x 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Mor x, px , g  x Mor x, px with f px g x  f px g  x inK K
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .Mor x, rpx . So we have proved the left cancellability of r, f a .K aK
Ž Ž Ž .. .PROPOSITION 4.3. An element r, f a Rwr K acts injectiely onaK
 K B if and only ifR 
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .a for all xK the mapping  f x :  x   rx is injectie, and
Ž .b for all y, yK, y y, such that ry ry one has that
 f y  y   f y  y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. Necessity Assume that there exists xK where  f x :
Ž . Ž . Ž . x   rx is not an injective mapping; that is, there exist b , d   x ,x x
Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž Ž ..Ž ..b  d , with  f x b   f x d . Then rx,  f x b x x x x x
Ž Ž Ž ..Ž .. Ž . Ž .rx,  f x d but x, b  x, d , contradicting the hypothesis. Thisx x x
Ž .shows a .
Assume that there exist y, y  K, y  y with ry  ry, and
Ž Ž ..Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Ž Ž .. Ž . f y  y   f y  y ; i.e., there exist b   y and dy y 
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž Ž ..Ž ..  y with  f y b   f y d . Then ry,  f y b y y y
Ž Ž Ž ..Ž .. Ž . Ž .ry,  f y d but y, b  yd , contradicting the hypothesis. Thisy  y y 
Ž .shows b .
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž .Sufficiency Suppose that r, f a a, b  r, f a c, daK a aK c
Ž . Ž .   Ž Ž Ž ..Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ..Ž ..for a, b , c, d  K B . That is, ra,  f a b  rc,  f c da c R  a c
Ž Ž ..Ž .and thus ra  rc. But then a  c, since otherwise  f a b a
Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž . f c d by the property b .c
Ž .Now Property a gives that b  d .a c
 THEOREM 4.4. The left Rwr K-act K B is torsion-free if and only ifR 
Ž Ž Ž .. .eery r, f a Rwr K with Property 1 or 2 from Proposition 4.2aK
Ž . Ž .fulfills a and b from Proposition 4.3.
It is easy to see that Theorem 4.4 can be applied to characterize the
Ž  .torsion-freeness of A B when using the specification of Con-ŽRwrS  . R SAR  struction 2.3; compare this with 7 . In the situation of Construction 2.5,
Ž .that is, for the left Send G -act G, where G is a graph, see the observation
after Theorem 3.4.
In analogy to endodivisibility we call a right S-act Y endotorsion-free ifS
Ž .Y is a torsion-free left End Y -act.S S
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Ž .COROLLARY 4.5. Consider the left End Y -act Y with the decompositionS S
Y  Y , where Y are indecomposable right S-acts, i I, I a set. WithS i I i i
Ž . Ž Ž  . . from Construction 2.4 we hae    ,  for all Y i Ii
Ž .End Y .S
Ž . Ž .1. The element  End Y is left cancellable in End Y if and onlyS S
if either
Ž .1  is left cancellable in R and for all i I, p R, the
 Ž .S-homomorphism  Hom Y , Y is left cancellable with respect toY pi Ž pi.p i
Ž .Hom Y , Y , ori p i
Ž . 2 for any 	 , 	  R with 	 	, there exists i  I0
Ž . Ž .such that for all Hom Y , Y and for all  Hom Y , Y onei 	Ž i . i 	Ž i .0 0 0 0
has   .
Ž .2. The element  End Y acts injectiely on Y if and only ifS S
Ž .  Ž .a for all i I the mapping  : Y  Y i is injectie, andY i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b if i i but  i   i , then  Y   Y .i i
3. The right S-act Y is endotorsion-free if and only if Part 2 is alid forS
Ž .eery  End Y which fulfills Part 1.S
Proof. This follows directly from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3.
COROLLARY 4.6. Any projectie right S-act Y  e S, e2  e  S,S i I i i i
i I, I a set, is endotorsion-free.
Ž .Proof. We show that every  End Y with the properties of Part 1S
in Corollary 4.5 also fulfills the properties of Part 2 in Corollary 4.5. Since
Ž .in this case R from Construction 2.4 is T I , left cancellability of 
means that  is injective and this means that for every j I the element
e appears at most once as a first factor in  where  is determined by ˜ ˜j
Ž .according to Lemma 3.6. Then 2 of Part 1 in Corollary 4.5 is excluded.
Ž . iNow 1 of Part 1 in Corollary 4.5 means that e s e is left cancellable inŽ i. i
Ž .e Se for all i, j I, using again that R T I . But this is exactly Propertyj i
Ž . Ž .a in Part 2 of Corollary 4.5; Property b in Part 2 of Corollary 4.5 is
empty.
Remark 4.7. Observe that the result of Corollary 4.6 contains the
 corresponding result for free right S-acts from 7, Corollary 4.3 which was
obtained with a different argument there. The question of whether a right
projective S-act is endoprojective remains open.
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5. ACT REGULARITY
Now we investigate act regularity for generalized act wreath products
and apply the results to ‘‘endo act regularity’’ of projective right S-acts.
 Act regularity in this sense was introduced in 16 following a concept from
   modules over rings; see also 8, 9, 11 . We use Rwr K and K B fromR 
Constructions 2.1 and 2.2.
DEFINITION 5.1. An element a A, A a left R-act, is called an actR R
regular element if there exists an R-homomorphism f : Ra R such that
Ž .f a a a, and A is called a regular act if every a A is an act regularR R
element.
We shall use the following equivalent formulation.
 PROPOSITION 5.2 11 . The element a A is act regular if and only ifR
there exists e2  e R such that ea a, and ra sa implies that re se for
 4any r, s R. In this case we call a, e a regular pair in A.R
2 Ž .DEFINITION 5.3. For aK, e  e R with ea a, b   a , anda
a Ž .  a4h Mor a, ea , we call b , h a wreath act regular pair with respect toK a
Ž a.2 a Ž a.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .B, if h  h ,  h b  b , and if   b    b for  ,  a a a a
Ž . a aMor a, pa , p R, implies that h  h .K
Ž .   Ž Ž Ž .. .LEMMA 5.4. For a, b  K B , e, h x Rwr K suppose thata R  xK
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .4 Ž  .  4a, b , e, h x is a regular pair in K B . Then a, e is aa xK ŽRwr K. R 
 Ž .4regular pair in K and a, h a is a wreath act regular pair with respect to B.R 
Ž Ž Ž .. .2 Ž Ž Ž .. .Proof. The hypothesis gives e, h x  e, h x Rwr KxK xK
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .which implies e  e and h ex h x  h x for all xK. Moreover, by
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž . Ž Ž Ž ..Ž .. Ž .hypothesis, e, h x a, b  ea,  h a b  a, b which im-xK a a a
Ž Ž ..Ž .plies ea a and  h a b  b . Finally, suppose that ra pa fora a
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .r, p R and   b    b for  , Mor a, pa . Set f a   ,a a K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4g a   , and f y  g y Mor y, py for yK  a . ThenK
r , f x a, b  ra,  f a b  pa,  g a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .xK a a a
 p , g x a, bŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .xK a
which, by hypothesis, implies
re, f ex h x  r , f x e, h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .xK xK xK
 p , g x e, h xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .xK xK
 pe, g ex h x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .xK
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, re pe, f ex h x  g ex h x for all xK, and, in particular,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h a  f ea h a  g ea h a  h a .
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Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .4LEMMA 5.5. Let a, b , e, h x be a regular pair ina xK
Ž  . Ž .K B . Then we hae for all kK with ek a that h k ŽRwr K. R 
Ž . Ž . Ž .Mor k, ek is a right zero for all r R,  , Mor ek, rek ; i.e., h kK K
Ž . h k .
Ž .Proof. Take kK with ek a, r R, and  , Mor ek, rek . SetK
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4f ek   , g ek   , f y  g y Mor y, ry for all yK  ek .K
Then we have
r , f x a, b  ra,  f a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .xK a a
 ra,  g a b  r , g x a, bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . xKa a
which, by hypothesis, implies
re, f ex h x  r , f x e, h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .xK xK xK
 r , g x e, h xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .xK xK
 re, g ex h xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .xK
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and thus, in particular, h k  f ek h k  g ek h k  h k .
 4  a4LEMMA 5.6. Let a, e be a regular pair in K and b , h a wreath actR a
regular pair with respect to B. Suppose that
Ž .  4 k Ž . for all kK  a with ek a there exists  Mor k, a withK
ha k   k; and
Ž . k for all kK with ek a there exists a right zeromorphism  
Ž . Ž . k kMor k, ek ; i.e., for all r R,  , Mor ek, rek , one has    .K K
Ž . a Ž . k  4 Ž .When setting h a  h , h k   if kK  a with ek a, and h k 
k Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .4 if kK with ek a, we get a regular pair a, b , e, h x ina xK
Ž  .K B .ŽRwrK. R 
Proof. We first show idempotence. Indeed,
2 2e, h x  e , h ex h x  e, h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .xK xK xK
2 Ž .2 Ž .  4  a4since e  e and h a  h a since a, e is a regular pair and b , h is aa
 4wreath act regular pair. Moreover, for kK  a with ek a Condition
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . k k Ž . implies h ek h k  h a     h k ; for kK with ek a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . k k k Ž .Condition  implies h ek h k  h ek   id     h k .ek
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž . Ž Ž Ž ..Ž .. Ž .Next, we calculate e, h x a, b  ea,  h a b  a, b , byxK a a a
hypothesis.
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž .. .Finally, suppose that for r, f x , p, g x Rwr K onexK xK
has
r , f x a, b  ra,  f a b  pa,  g a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .xK a a a
 p , g x a, b .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .xK a
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Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .Then ra pa which implies that re pe and  f a b   g a ba a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .which implies that f a h a  g a h a by hypothesis.
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreover, for hK  a with ek a we get with  that f ek h k
Ž . k Ž . Ž . k Ž . Ž . k Ž . Ž . f ek   f a h a   g a h a   g ek h k and for kK with
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . k Ž . k Ž . Ž .ek a we get with  that f ek h k  f ek   g ek   g ek h k .
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. .So we have proved all together that r, f x e, h x xK xK
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž Ž Ž .. .p, g x e, h x .xK xK
Ž .  THEOREM 5.7. An element a, b  K B is act regular if and only ifa R 
2  4there exists e  e R such that a, e is a regular pair in K and there existsR
a Ž .  a4h Mor a, a such that b , h is a wreath act regular pair with respect toK a
B and we hae the conditions
Ž .  4 k Ž . for all kK  a with ek a there exists  Mor k, a withK
ha k   k, and
Ž . k for all kK with ek a there exists a right zeromorphism  
Ž . Ž . k kMor k, ek ; i.e., for all r R,  , Mor ek, rek one has    .K K
Ž .  Proof. Suppose that a, b  K B is act regular; i.e., there existsa R 
Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .4e, h x Rwr K such that a, b , e, h x is an act regularxK a xK
Ž  .  4pair in K B . Then by Lemma 5.4 we get that a, e is an actŽRwr K. R 
 Ž .4regular pair in K and b , h a is a wreath act regular pair with respect toR a
k Ž . Ž .B. Lemma 5.5 shows that   h k fulfills Condition  for kK with
k Ž . Ž . Ž .  4ek a, and   h a h k obviously fulfills Condition  for kK  a
with ek a.
The converse is Lemma 5.6.
 It is clear that K B Rwr K-Act is a regular act if and only if everyR 
Ž .  a, b  K B is an act regular element.a R 
 Using Construction 2.3, we obtain Theorem 2.7 of 11 from the previous
  Ž  .result, characterizing regular acts A B  RwrS A -Act.R S R
Again, we call a right S-act Y an endoregular act if it is regular as a leftS
Ž .End Y -act.S
 4LEMMA 5.8. Let i,  be a regular pair in I for Y with Y R EndŽY . SS
 Y , i I, Y indecomposable right S-acts, and R from Construction 2.4.i I i i
Ž .  4 Ž .Then for j Im   i one has that  j  j and for all k I,
Ž . Ž .  4k j, that Hom Y , Y . In particular,  c where c I  i ifj k i i
Ž .R T I .
Ž .  4 Ž .Proof. Take j Im   i , with  j  j for j I. Using that
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .i,  is a regular pair by hypothesis,  i  i id  i impliesYS2 Ž . Ž . id  , so, in particular,  j  j. If there exists k I,YS
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j Ž . k j, with  Hom Y , Y , we set   id for all i j andYj k Yi i
 j Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .   . Then  i  id  i , but   id  sinceY Y Yj S S
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  j  k j id  j  id  j , contradicting the factY YX S
 4 Ž .that i,  is a regular pair. Thus, Hom Y , Y  for these pairs.j k
Ž . Ž .  4If R T I , then always Hom Y , Y  and thus Im  i ; i.e.,j k
 c .i
Ž .COROLLARY 5.9. Consider the left End Y -act Y with decompositionS S
Y  Y where Y are indecomposable right S-acts, i I, I a set. AnS i I i i
element y  Y is act regular if and only if there exist  R,i i I i
i Ž .  4  i4 Hom Y , Y such that i,  is a regular pair, y ,  is a wreath acti i i
regular pair, and we hae the conditions
Ž .  4 Ž . j Ž . for all j I  i with  j  i there exists  Hom Y , Yi i
with  i j   j, and
Ž . Ž . for all j I with  j  i there exists a right zeromorphism
j Ž . Hom Y , Y .j j
Proof. Take R, K, , B according to Construction 2.4. Let
Ž . Ž Ž  . .4 Ž  .  4i, y , ,  be a regular pair in K B . Then i,  isYi i I ŽRwr K. R i
  4a regular pair in K and y ,  is a wreath act regular pair with respectYR i i
to B, both by Lemma 5.4. By Lemma 5.8 there exists a subset I	 I with
Ž .  4 Ž . I  i and  j  j for all j I  I. We get from Theorem 5.7 that
Ž . Ž . j Ž .Conditions  and  hold where now  Hom Y , Y for all j I  I.j j
The converse follows from Theorem 5.7.
 i4Remark 5.10. We observe that from a wreath act regular pair y , i
Ž . Ž .4with respect to B we can construct the regular pair i, y , c ,  in i i
Ž  . j Ž . i j jK B if for all j I there exists  Hom Y , Y with   ŽRwr K. R  j i
Ž . i Ž . j  4by setting  i   and  j   for all j I  i , using the notation
from Construction 2.4.
COROLLARY 5.11. Any projectie right S-act Y  e S, e2  e  S,S i I i i i
Ž .i I, I a set, is a regular left End e S -act if and only if for eery i I,i I i
for eery y  e S, there exists s S such that e Se y  e Se se as lefti i i i i i i i
Ž .2e Se -acts and e se  e se .i i i i i i
Proof. Take R, K, , B as in Construction 2.4.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž  . .4Necessity Suppose that i, y , ,  is a regular pair inYi i Ii
Ž  . Ž  .Ž . Ž . j jK B with  e  e j s e for s  S for all j I. Then byYŽRwr K. R  j jj
 4Corollary 5.9 we have that i,  is a regular pair in K where  cR i
Ž .according to Lemma 5.8 since R T I . Moreover, from Corollary 5.9 we
  4get that y ,  is a wreath act regular pair with respect to B. ThisYi i
Ž i .2 Ž  .2Ž . Ž  .Ž . i i Ž  .Ž .means that e s e   e   e  e s e , e s e y   yY Y Yi i i i i i i i i ii i i
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Ž . Ž . Ž . y  e y . And for all r T I ,  , Hom e S, e S where  e i i i i r i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .e t e ,  e  e t e , t , t  S, with e t e y   e y   e y r i 1 i i r i 2 i 1 2 r i 1 i i i i i i
Ž  . Ž  . i ie t e y , one gets      and thus e t e s e  e t e s e . ThisY Yr i 2 i i r i 1 i i r i 2 i ii i
proves that
e Se y e Se siei i i i i i
 : i½ y  e s ei i i
is a surjective homomorphism of left e Se -acts, which is also injective.i i
Indeed, e t e s ie  e t e s ie implies e t e y  e t e y since e sie y i 1 i i i 2 i i i 1 i i i 2 i i i i i
e y .i i
Ž . iSufficiency For e y  e S we get e s e  e Se such thati i i I i i i i i
Ž i .2 i ie s e  e s e , e s e y  e y , and that e t e y  e t e y impliesi i i i i i i i i r i 1 i i r i 2 i i
i i Ž .e t e s e  e t e s e for all r T I , t , t  S. Thus, withr i 1 i i r i 2 i i 1 2
e S e Si iih : i½ e  e s ei i i
 i4one has the wreath act regular pair y , h .i
i Ž i . iMoreover, for j I we have that e s e e s e e  e s e e , which de-i i i i j i i j
j Ž . jŽ . i j i jfines  Hom e S, e S by setting  e  e s e e . Thus,  h   .j i j i i j
Now, Remark 5.10 completes the proof.
Note that another formulation of the property in Corollary 5.11 is that
every y  e S is right e se -cancellable for an idempotent e se  e Se ; cf.i i i i i i i i
 for example 8 .
EXAMPLE 5.12. If all elements in  e S, e2  e  S, i I, I a set,i I i i i
Ž . Žare von Neumann regular elements in S i.e., for every y e Si I i
.there exists y S with yyy y , then  e S is an endoregular act.i I i
i Ž . iIndeed, for e y  e S set e s e  e y e y . Then e s e is an idempotenti i i i i i i i i i i
and e y is right e sie -cancellable.i i i i
Ž .COROLLARY 5.13. For a graph G the left Send G -act G is act regular if
Ž . and only if in the canonical strong decomposition GU Y thereu uU
  Ž Ž ..Ž .  4exists at most one uU with Y  1 and for this one has Aut U u  u ;u
see Construction 2.5 for the notation.
Ž . ŽProof. Regular pairs in this case are of the form u, y , id ,u U
Ž Ž .. .4 2Ž . Ž . Ž .h u where h u  h u Map Y , Y for all uU, since RuU u u
Ž . Ž . Ž .Aut U and even h u  c ; i.e., h u maps Y constantly onto y .y u uu
Ž  Ž .Ž .  . Ž .Otherwise i.e., if h u Y  1 , there always exist  , Map Y , Yu u u
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with  y   y but h u   h u . Further, h  : Y  Y ,  U,u u  
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Ž . u, is a right zero morphism; that is, for all rAut U ,  ,  : Y  Y r
Ž . Ž .  one gets h   h  which is possible if and only if Y 1. Inr
  Ž Ž ..Ž .particular, this implies that Y  1 is possible if and only if Aut U u u
 4u .
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